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Resistance training not only builds strength and endurance, but also provides a kinesthetic 
experience to give athletes a feel for a higher dynamic performance standard during actual 
competition. Before starting any resistance training regimen, be sure to consult with a doctor to 
ensure your capacity to use this type of equipment. Be sure to follow the safety precautions during 
use and use only as exercise equipment and for no other purpose. Also note that to protect vital 
organs, wear the belt around the hips and not the waist. 
 

1) Inspect tubing and attachments for cracks, tears, and other signs of damage prior to each 
use. DO NOT USE IF DAMAGED – REPLACE IMMEDIATELY. 

2) DO NOT stretch the tubing more than 2-3 times its unstretched length. Excessive stretching 
may exceed the elastic limit of the tubing and cause it to snap or tear. 

3) DO NOT REMOVE THE SAFETY LIMITER UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. 
4) NEVER release the tubing when it is under tension. 
5) Use the waist band around the athlete’s hips and not the waist to avoid putting 

unnecessary pressure on internal organs such as the kidneys. 
6) NZ MFG LLC and OnCourt OffCourt LTD assume no liability for accidents or damage that 

may occur with the use of this resistance training product. 
 
Here are seven tennis-specific exercises that can be used with the many types of resistance equipment 
available through fitness and conditioning equipment suppliers.  
 
1. Power Resist Groundstrokes – The next logical drill in this sequence helps develop muscular 

endurance by providing resistance as well as acceleration while assisting recovery speed. For this 
exercise connect a PRS to the fence and the player so that elastic resistance is created when the 
player moves forwards and wide to execute a groundstroke.  After completion of the stroke the 
PRS automatically assists the player to recover quickly. Emphasis should be on proper balance at 
contact in addition to efficient recovery. If the athlete is pulled off balance, have him or her lower 
their running stance a one to three inches. 
 

2. Assisted Step-out Sprint – Another use of resistance aids is for assisted sprinting, an exercise to 
train the neuromuscular system by forcing the body to move at a faster than normal rate. Connect 
one end to the athlete’s waist with the partner as the anchor. Have the assisted sprinter begin 
behind the baseline, with the holding partner standing off to the side of the court with the 
resistance band fully extended. On command from the holding partner, the assisted sprinter 
executes a split step, then steps to the forehand side and sprints toward the partner who is 
standing in the position just beyond where the ball would be struck. Research shows that after only 
6-10 repetitions, 2-3 times per week for 8-12 weeks of this type of training, a player can improve 
the number of steps taken per second, their stride length, and their first step quickness to the ball.  

 
3. Assisted Crossover Shuffle - This exercise is a specific drill to develop efficient and speedy recovery 

on groundstrokes. Again, using an elastic resistance system, connect one end to the runner and 
have a partner hold the other end. Have the runner begin at the singles sideline on the baseline 
while the partner becomes the anchor, standing inside the court with the PRS fully extended. On 
command, the player executes a few crossover steps and then shuffles back towards his or her 
partner for the last few steps. 
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4. High Forehand Assist – Now let’s take this assisting sprinting concept to a different level, actually 
hitting aggressive balls. Now have the holding partner in front and slightly to the side of the hitter 
to offer assistance with the forwards movement required for high short forehands with the 
assisted acceleration provided by the Power Resist Trainer. It also has the secondary benefit of 
forcing the player to make contact at a high point (and also above the cord from the PRS), an 
essential ingredient in successfully hitting winners off high short balls. Make sure the feeder across 
the net allows for proper recovery in between hits before feeding the next ball. 
 

5. Assisted Split Step and Volley – A split step is used to pause momentarily, not to become totally set. 
The assisted pull of the PRS can also be used to force players to keep upper body momentum going 
forward into the volley as well as also aid the player in accelerating towards the net. Connect one 
end to the volleyer and connect the other end to the bottom of the center strap at the net.  Have the 
assisted player begin in the middle of the court behind the service line with the PRS fully extended.  
On command from a feeder on the other side of the net, the assisted player sprints forward a few 
steps, then splits again as the ball is fed before executing a volley. 

 
6. Power Resist Sprint – Another creative way to use a resistance device is to help athletes speed up 

their stride rate. This particular exercise requires an agility ladder (you know, the kind that rests 
on the ground for footwork exercises). First, time the player’s sprint through the ladder without 
using any resistance at all. Then, have the same player begin at one end of the ladder attached to a 
PRS with their partner at the other end holding the band fully outstretched. Running through the 
ladder with the assistance of the PRS should speed up their time considerably. Then have the 
player sprint through the ladder once again as quickly as possible without resistance equipment. 
And, then again have the player run through using the PRS. The moderate pull from the resistance 
band makes the player pick his or her feet up and place them down faster. Finally, time the player’s 
sprint through the ladder again without the equipment. Performing this simple but dynamic drill a 
couple of times each week can produce noticeable results. 

 
7. Slingshot Overhead - This next drill can be performed with one player connected to a PRS and the 

other held either by a partner kneeling at the net, or directly connected to the bottom of the center 
strap at the net. The player begins by moving backward as if he or she was hitting an overhead.  As 
the player moves back toward the service line the tension of the elastic band increases. The player 
executes a shadow swing overhead and is assisted back to the net by the pull of the equipment. 
Have them perform the exercise for about 6 - 8 repetitions. Once they’ve mastered this drill 
without hitting a ball, try it with actually feeding balls. Then, it is important to remember to take 
away the equipment after 6-8 of these repetitions and have the player immediately hit balls again. 
The resultant feeling of lightness and speed will leave a lasting impression that the player will 
know have as a new performance standard. 


